showed T poliocephalus to occur on every northern Melanesian island exceeding 1400 m in elevation except Umboi (Fig. 1) .
From island to island, and from mountain range to mountain range on large islands (Sumatra, Java, Luzon, Mindanao, Celebes, Timor and New Guinea), T poliocephalus exhibits marked geographic variation in colour pattern, darkness and size. The most recent summary (Ripley 1964 ) recognised 50 subspecies, many of them highly distinctive, and one more subspecies was subsequently named (Ripley 1977) . In analysing the birds I collected on Tolokiwa Island in the Bismarck Archipelago, I found that its Island Thrush population, whose existence I reported previously (Diamond 1976) , also belongs to a N E W I R E L A N D b e e h l e r i <. . .. . Adult males of tolokiwae are a uniform dull dark greybrown dorsally, slightly lighter ventrally with inconspicuous lighter edges on the lower belly and under tail coverts. Adult females are slightly lighter than males, and the edges on the lower belly and under tail coverts are broader and more ochraceous. Three immature males (wings 104, 105, and 106 mm; weights 62, 57, and 60 g respectively) have ochraceous tips to the wing coverts, scattered ochraceous tips ventrally, scattered ochraceous feathers on the superciliary and ear, and ochraceous shaft streaks on the nape. In all individuals the legs, bill and bare skin of the eyelid were yellow-orange and the iris brown.
The Tolokiwa population differs from all other populations of New Guinea. the Bismarcks and Solomons in its greyer, less brown colour. In this respect it approaches the race malekulae on Malekula of the New Hebrides. This distinctive greyness of the Tolokiwa series cannot be an artifact of foxing of older material used for comparison, because the Tolokiwa specimens (collected in 1972) differ in this respect from Karkar and Huon Peninsula specimens of the race keysseri collected within the same decade (1969 and 1964, respectively) and because specimens of malekuh e collected in 1926 still looked grey in 1987. In its relatively uniform colouration tolokiwae differs from all four New Guinea races (versteegi, carbonanus, keysseri and papuensis), in which the throat and breast are paler than the rest of the body; from the Goodenough race (canescens described as having a pale grey head contrasting with the dark brown body); and from one of the two other Bismarck races beehlen' (described as having an indistinct pattern on the head and throat: Ripley 1977) . The other Bismarck race (heinrothz) and all four Solomon races (bougainviUe( kulambangrae, sladeni and rennellianus) resemble tolokiwae in their relatively uniform colouration. Most populations east of the Solomons or west of New Guinea have distinctive colour patterns, such as white heads, white vents or ochraceous bellies.
In size (Table I) , tolokiwae is much smaller than the four New Guinea races, larger than beehleii and two of the four Ripley (1977) and Beehler (1978) ; e = Cain & Galbraith (1955) ; f = taken from specimen labels in the American Museum of Natural History.
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Solomon races (kulambangrae and rennellianus) and comparable to the other two Solomon races (bougainvillei and sladeniJ and to the unique type of heinrothi. T p, tolokiwae is less dark than the darkest New Guinea race (versteego or kulambangrae and rennellianus, and it must also be less dark than sladeni, of which I saw no adults but which was described as similar in darkness to kulambangrae (Cain & Galbraith 1955) . However, tolokiwae is darker than bougainvillei or heinrothi. On the basis of size and relatively uniform colouration, the nearest relatives of the Tolokiwa population are the other populations of the Bismarcks and Solomons, as one would expect on geographic grounds.
T poliocephalus exhibits striking inter-island variation in its altitudinal range: (see Fig. 42 of Diamond 1975) . Its altitudinal floor increases with an island's area, elevation, species richness and proximity to colonising sources. For example, its floor is c. 2750 m on New Guinea and lies variously at between 750 and 1500 m on New Ireland (1 500 m), Bougainville (1 200 m), Guadalcanal(1200 m), Karkar (1 175 m), Kulambangra (1040 m) and Tolokiwa (750 m), but it occurs at sea level on Christmas Island, St. Matthias, Rennell and islands from the New Hebrides eastwards. The effect of this variation in altitudinal floor is that T poliocephalus is confined to bird communities with no more than about 30 species (range 23-36, average value 3 1, for ten islands), suggesting that this thrush is unable to compete in richer communities. On large, species-rich islands like New Guinea, the decline in species diversity with elevation yields forest communities of 30 or fewer bird species only above 2750 m but this diversity is encountered closer to sea level on progressively smaller, more remote islands. The altitudinal range of I: p. tolokiwae fits this trend, because Tolokiwa supports 40 species at sea level but only 23 species at the altitude (750 m) at which T p. tolokiwae first appears.
Body size of birds and other animals often tends to increase intra-specifically with altitude, a trend termed the Bergmann effect. Comparison of the inter-island differences in altitudinal range (preceding paragraph) and size (Table 1) of T poliocephalus shows parallels, suggesting that some of the inter-island variation in size is due to the Bergmann effect. Thus, the largest populations (greatest weight and wing length) are those of New Guinea and the high islands to the west, where Tpoliocephalus is confined to high elevations. The populations of Tolokiwa, Bougainville and Guadalcanal, living at middle elevations, are smaller, while those living at sea level on Christmas Island, Rennell and the New Hebrides are smaller still. However, the Bergmann effect cannot provide the whole explanation for inter-island size variation: the Karkar keyssen population living at an altitude only slightly higher than that of the Tolokiwa population is much larger, the Kulambangra population at nearly the same altitude is smaller, the New Ireland population at a higher altitude is smaller and the sea-level populations on St. Matthias and some Fijian islands are equal to tolokiwae in size.
